


Minutes of the CFTMs Conference held on 31st October and 1st November 2014 in 
Delhi 

 
1. Address by Additional Member/Traffic: 

AM/T welcomed the CFTMs and other officers attending the conference. He 

highlighted the following issues: 

1.1. The revenue of Indian Railways is under strain and it is essential that we churn 

more from the existing resources.  The Prime Minister’s Office has fixed a target 

Operating Ratio of 90% for IR. This can be achieved only if the budgeted freight 

targets are surpassed. 

1.2. Coal will witness robust growth with over 100 rakes of imported coal alone likely to 

get loaded daily. The prospects of sustaining the iron ore loading in the current year 

at last year levels are bleak as many of mines have been closed for want of certain 

clearances.  The performance of foodgrains and fertilizers is below target and is 

likely to pick up in the coming months.  Cement, Container and POL have done 

better than the target. 

1.3. Rolling stock availability will be a constraint in the current year. Running of short 

loads and embedded empties continue to be high on the zonal railways. This trend 

needs to be reversed immediately. 

1.4. Time taken for TXR examination has deteriorated significantly over certain zones. 

This needs to  be looked into. 

1.5. CC rake discipline is not being maintained leading to increase in intensive 

examinations thereby severely impact examination capacity. This CC discipline 

needs to be maintained without fail. 

1.6. Diversion of trains is being resorted to regularly by the zones. This has increased 

the difference between the charged and the carried route kilometers with the result 

that in 2013-14, the difference has ballooned to 50 km on a base lead of 620 km. 

1.7. Selection of crew and guard needs to be expedited to meet the growing traffic. 

1.8. Induction of technology – e-registration of demand, integration of COA and FOIS 

has been completed. The officials of the zones and divisions have to champion the 

adoption of technology in the work-flow process. 



2. Address by Member/Traffic: 
The following issues were highlighted by MT in his address: 

2.1. Railways have to focus on earnings and not just on loading targets. The bottomlines 

of the organization reflect the true performance of the organization and physical 

targets alone do not suffice.  Earnings should be compared only with the budgetary 

target. Comparison with previous years has no relevance as we are budgeted 

against an anticipated expenditure. 

2.2. The overall freight internal loading target is pegged at 1118 MT for the year 2014-

15. The growth in lead on IR is marginal.  

2.3. Only 14% of the indents with more than 650km are getting loaded daily.  Higher 

priority has to be accorded for longer lead traffic which has been laid down in the 

Preferential Tariff Order issued by Railway Board. 

2.4. Availability of wagons and locomotives will be low for the next three years and this 

has  intentionally been kept so as investment in infrastructure like DFC will fructify in 

the next 5 years. It is not desirable to buy a rolling stock asset for 5 years useful life 

when the total design life span is 35 years. 

2.5. The mantra is to earn more from the same stock. Over 50% of the stocks run empty 

– which is a cost with zero returns!. Railway Board has introduced a pilot scheme of 

offering substantial discounts in the empty flow directions- Zonal Railways should 

identify additional directions which can be added to the scheme. 

2.6. There continues to be heavy under load running in the zones. This is contradictory 

to the severe line capacity congestion which we are witnessing. We should put an 

immediate stop to underload running of trains. 

2.7. Average load/wagon has decreased on IR. 

2.8. Usage of IT tools on the zonal railways is extremely poor. In fact, what we are 

witnessing is rampant misuse with ghost entries. This should be stopped and 

strictest action taken against the defaulters 

2.9. Instances of refusal of line clear at divisional interchange points are being witnessed 

despite clear instructions from the board not to stop any train at an interchange 

point. A copy of the instructions issued by CFTMs to the divisions in this regard 

should be endorsed to Railway Board. 



2.10. There is a tendency of the zonal railways to hold on to stocks to increase loading. 

The turn-round of all stocks is deteriorating.  

2.11. SER deserves appreciation for support to ECoR, SECR in supplying empties. In 

the coming months, the loading performance of ECoR, SECR and SCR would be 

critical for meeting the targets of IR. WR has to improve its stock management. 

2.12. The level of interchange between ports and zonal railways has increased by 

more than 25%. This aspect should be studied and productivity should be improved. 

 
3. Presentation by DTT/G and discussion on the agenda items: 
3.1. The revised loading targets for the zones is as under: 

Zone Original Target 
(in MTs) 

Revised Target (in 
MTs) 

CR 57 58 

ER 65 66 

ECR 113 113 

ECoR 165 165 

NR 55 55 

NCR 11 12 

NER 1.80 1.8 

NFR 13.60 12.5 

NWR 21.50 22 

SR 44 43 

SCR 114 116 

SER 144 130 

SECR 158 158 

SWR 38 38 

WR 75 85 

WCR 38.60 39 

KRCL 3.80 3.8 

Total 1118 1118 



3.2. The economy is witnessing a robust growth and this is reflected in the growth in 

many of the commodities. 

 

Coal  
3.3. Zonal Railways with ports should review their infrastructure requirements to carry 

imported coal. 

 
Steel 

3.4. Mobility of steel rakes in ECR, NCR and WCR is essential to sustain steel loading in 

SER. 

 
Embedded Empties/Short Loads/Piecemeal: 

3.5. Embedded empties in BOBRN should be reduced. Those sidings which are not 

showing improvement should be penalized financially. 

3.6. Piecemeal holding on the zonal railways is increasing. All zonal railways should 

mop up piecemeal wagons as rake induction is expected to be low. 

3.7. Specifically, NKJ has shown increase in ROH arising. This may be looked into. 

  

 Stock  
3.8. BOBRN should be taken out from ER/ECR circuit and handed over to ECoR (tgt 

80)/SECR (tgt 25).  

3.9. WR to transfer 10 BCNHL rakes to NR for CC-rake formation 

3.10. WCR should be given ten newly built BCNHL rakes for basing at Satna. 

3.11. CC review – BSL to add SCR, SWR, ECoR in its circuit. 

 

Locomotives 
3.12. WDM2 and WAG5 should be run in multi-formation only.  

3.13. Many of the major railways are using derated locos for shunting – CR, WR, NR 

and NCR- 280. This should not be reflected in goods outage. 



3.14. Some of the zonal railways are reflecting locomotives which are physically inside 

the shed as under coaching- this is artificially increasing the territorial outage of 

goods. 

3.15. 25 locos from SR (15 WDG4 and 10 WDG3A) should be taken out and deployed 

in ECoR and WR.  

3.16. 10 newly manufactured WDG4 should be homed at Raipur. 

3.17. SWR requires WDG4 multi. In addition CR requires WDG4 for Pune, Solapur and 

Bombay division operations.  

3.18. WAG7 multies should not be run beyond Jhajha/MGS and the ER/ECR should 

return them back to SER. 

3.19. NR to run jumbo loads requiring passage via ET with WAG9 so that interposing 

of locomotives in CR/NGP division can be avoided. 

3.20. ECR to increase interchange of trains with electric locomotives to 7 per day at 

MGS for NR. NR to accept additional trains with electric. In particular, ECR will 

handover Kalanor, Roza and Ropar to NR with electric traction. 

 

Terminals Performance 
3.21. ECoR should strive to release 60% of its midnight BOXN inward holding. ECR to 

release 22 BOXN rakes a day. 

3.22. Many of the new terminals developed in Bihar have poor approach roads making 

the terminals unattractive. The road infrastructure should be got developed in 

consultation with the local authorities. 

3.23. Talcher should load an average of 45 rakes per day. 

 

4. Other Operational Issues: 
4.1. CR should move  loads from TVSG to MYS area via LNL-PUNE so that the 

Sakleshpur ghat is avoided. 

4.2. ECR should take over minimum of 10 loads at Mahadiya. The shunting across the 

mainline at SGRL should be stopped and priority to be given to inter-change. 

4.3. ECR has to form two long-haul at NRPA for movement via CI point and one via 

PNYA. 



4.4. ECoR should get the TXR facility developed at Paradeep expeditiously. 

4.5. NCR should increase long-hauls via ALD-MGS in both UP and DN direction. 

4.6. NFR should restart ballast loading for Badarpur-Agartala section so as to meet the 

project deadlines. 

4.7. NR to review destinations loaded by FCI so that the need for NWR to load for NFR 

destinations can be avoided. 

4.8. NR should hand run Kanpur-Gonda crack trains. 

4.9. NR requested for additional BCNE at SCC. 

4.10. SER should hand over JBTS, HIMB and JPVN loads at BRKA point instead of 

GMO. 

4.11. SECR should hand over KUR terminating loads to SER for handing over to 

ECoR at JRLI with electric traction. 

4.12. Some traffic should be diverted from ports – Vishakhapatnam, Gangavaram and 

Kakinada to others due to congestion in the routes 

4.13. WCR should regulate movement of via-MGS loads via BINA. 

 

5. Planning  
5.1. NCR should process for flyover at Etawah. 

5.2. ECoR projects being monitoried at Board level 

5.2.1. Barang –Naraj doubling 

5.2.2. Barang-Cuttack doubling 

5.2.3. Jakhapura-Haridaspur doubling 

5.2.4. Brundamal-Lapanga doubling 

5.2.5. Viziangram-Garudabali electrification 

5.3. Sanction should be accorded to WR’s proposal for Ahmedabad-Viramgam 

electrification. 

 
6. Issues raised by EDME/FRT 
6.1. CC rakes should be sent back in time to their base depots. Non-maintenance of CC 

disciple is increasing detention to rakes thereby adding to the quantum of 

examination. 



6.2. Extensive damages to wagons continue to be reported– we need a policy of zero 

tolerance to damages. 

6.3. Priority to BOXN/BCN wagons during POH has been given. Mech dept to organize 

for short term rehabilitation of wagons. Railway Board is exploring the possibility of 

assigning some C-category POH work to the 4 PSUs. 

6.4. The matter of problems in  Door Opening Mechanism (DOM) of BOBR rakes in  the 

first trip after CC-examination was raised. This will be looked into. 

6.5. BOXNHL is getting reflected as BOXN in FOIS – the report is getting vitiated. 

6.6. All BOXNHL rakes should be CC. 

6.7. Twin-pipe operation should be ensured in BOXNHL rakes. 

6.8. Issue of Round trip BPC for steel rakes – valid for 2000km after unloading or 10 

days whichever is earlier to be looked into. 

 

7. Issues raised by Zonal Railways: 
7.1. Inter-RRB indents cannot be transferred without the approval of Railway Board. NR 

railway requested permission to transfer RRB-ALD indents to JAT/CDG –RRB. 

7.2. NFR requested for empty flow direction discount to be extended for loading ECR. 

7.3. NFR requested for additional ASM panel from other RRBs.  

7.4. SR was requested to send a proposal for excluding fertilizer loading from the 

benchmark NTKM prescribed for empty flow discount scheme so as to make the 

scheme popular. 

7.5. NWR requested for a review of rating of limestone – it was asked to send a detailed 

proposal duly supported with data from the State Mining Corporation. 
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